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In multicellular organisms, including humans, understanding 
expression specificity at the tissue level is essential for inter-
preting protein function, such as tissue differentiation. We de-
veloped a prediction approach via generated sequence fea-
tures from overrepresented patterns in housekeeping (HK) and 
tissue-specific (TS) genes to classify TS expression in humans. 
Using TS domains and transcriptional factor binding sites 
(TFBSs), sequence characteristics were used as indices of ex-
pressed tissues in a Random Forest algorithm by scoring ex-
clusive patterns considering the biological intuition; TFBSs reg-
ulate gene expression, and the domains reflect the functional 
specificity of a TS gene. Our proposed approach displayed bet-
ter performance than previous attempts and was validated us-
ing computational and experimental methods. [BMB reports 
2011; 44(4): 250-255]

INTRODUCTION

Tissue-specific (TS) genes are exclusively expressed only in 
one or a few tissue types (1), in which the encoded proteins 
play functional roles specific to their expressing tissues. 
Conversely, housekeeping (HK) genes are constantly expressed 
across a broad range of tissues (1) and are responsible for 
maintaining vital functions, such as the cell cycle and energy 
metabolism (2). Tissue-specific (TS) genes and proteins contrib-
ute to biological phenomena, which occur in specific tissues 
including tissue development, aging symptoms (3), and meta-
bolic disease (4). Precisely identifying the expressed tissues of 
a gene is fundamental for understanding related protein func-
tion due to the tissue-dependency of protein interactions (5) 

and metabolic pathways (6). Unraveling these biological net-
works has attracted great interest, whereas little is known 
about when and where each of these interactions occurs. 
Recent studies have highlighted the importance of TS/HK inter-
actions in biological networks (5), so identifying TS/HK gene 
expression in humans is necessary to develop a detailed un-
derstanding of the biological mechanisms.
　Several experimental methods have been used to identify 
expression specificity, including microarrays and next-gen-
eration sequencing methods (7). In terms of statistical methods, 
Audic’s test (8) applies the statistical assumption that the ob-
servation frequency of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) in a pu-
tative TS gene is consistent with the tissue ratio of ESTs in an 
entire population. Based on this assumption, our previously re-
ported method of tissue-specific alternative splicing (TISA) 
used Audic’s test to assess gene expression tissue specificity in 
a public dataset (9). This statistical method allows TS genes to 
be partially predicted without the experimental efforts de-
scribed above, but the usefulness of Audic’s approach is lim-
ited by the biased observation of transcripts from various 
tissues. Moreover, these data-driven approaches are in-
appropriate to meet the hottest issue of gene expression stud-
ies; identifying sequence features that contribute to the gene 
expression landscape (10, 11).
　HK and TS genes have several distinct features, including 
their CpG island frequency, gene length, gene ontology (GO) 
terms, evolutionary rates , and regulatory modules (e.g., TFBSs) 
(12-16). Several of these features have previously been used to 
classify HK and TS genes computationally. For example, regu-
latory modules, such as cis-acting regulatory elements, have 
been used to predict TS genes (17). Other sequence features 
have been used to identify HK genes, such as exon number 
and gene length (18). These promising results show that the 
identification and machine learning of HK/TS gene sequence 
features may shed light on the underlying features that define 
expression specificity.
　Here, we generated sequence features using weighted in-
dexing and stochastic methods and conjugated the random for-
est (RF) algorithm (19) to establish a multiclass classifier capa-
ble of distinguishing HK genes and of classifying TS genes to 
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their expressing tissues in humans. We called this computa-
tional pipeline the multiclass classification of tissue-specific 
genes (McTis). The classifier comprises two parts: a first step in 
which HK and TS genes are distinguished, and a second step 
in which the TS genes are assigned to their target tissues using 
a multiclass classification. To validate the performance of 
McTis, we used the reverse transcription-polymerase chain re-
action (RT-PCR) to compare the McTis results experimentally 
with those from an independent set derived from TS gene re-
lated database, The Catalog of Tissue-Specific Regulatory 
Motifs (TCat) (20) and tissue-specific alternative splicing ana-
logs (TISA) (9) data.

RESULTS

Dataset construction
To ensure the selection of appropriate human HK genes, we 
included only genes identified as HK genes in at least two of 
the three reports utilized (16, 21, 22). We prepared 2,024 can-
didate TS genes from three other studies (23-25). We ex-
perimentally confirmed the tissue specificity of each candidate 
TS gene using RT-PCR to minimize the possibility for false pos-
itives trainings with the TS genes (see Methods). Our final TS 
dataset consisted of 143 genes expressed as follows: 14 in 
brain, 15 in kidney, 70 in liver, 15 in lung, 15 in testis, and 14 
in the gastrointestinal tract (GI) (stomach, small intestine, and 
colon) (Supplemental Table 1). These 279 genes, comprising 
136 HK and 143 TS genes, were finally prepared for further 
analysis. To prevent confusion with the set derived from TCat 
and TISA, we refer to our set as “the dataset” and the other set 
as “the independent set”.

First step: classification of HK genes using sequence 
characteristics
McTis consists of two different classifiers (Supplemental Fig. 
1). The first separates HK and TS genes and the second classi-
fies TS genes according to the target tissues. In the first step, 
gene length and the number of upstream CpG islands were 
analyzed. Although previous studies have considered various 
HK gene patterns, a statistical analysis suggested that gene 
length and CpG count were significant features (P ＜ 0.05). 
According to these results and consistent with previous studies 
(12, 16), gene length and the number of CpG islands were 
used to separate the HK genes in the first round of 
classification. The error rate of the first classifier in McTis was 
estimated to be 29.5% using out-of-bag (OOB) data.

Second step: multiclass classification of TS genes using 
generated sequence indices
For the multiclass classification of the TS genes in the second 
step, we developed indexing features for tissue-specific TFBSs 
and domains, which are related to the regulation of tissue-spe-
cific expression and its functional roles, respectively (15, 17, 
26). As expected, we observed that the tissue-specific domains 

and TFBSs of the TS genes in our dataset were compatible with 
the characteristic functions and expression specificities of 
these genes and their encoded proteins. For example, a gene 
with a GABA-B receptor domain showed brain-specific func-
tion, and a gene with the TFBS of Olf1 suggested brain-specific 
regulation of neuronal expression with brain-specific ex-
pression (Supplemental Table 2). Therefore, we were able to 
identify the tissue-specific expression and functional character-
istics of the ith gene using a developed domain and TFBS in-
dices, thereby training the input vectors of the dataset for the 
multiclass classification of TS genes.
　The functional relationships between the expressing tissues 
and the identified domains of the TS genes were supported by 
calculating Jaccard’s index (27), a measure of functional 
similarity. As depicted in Table 1, we defined the target-ex-
pressing tissues as being functionally related if the comparison 
had a P value less than the Bonferroni corrected P value 
(8E-03). Jaccard’s index for kidney-specific and liver-specific 
genes was 0.09, with a significant P value (2E-04), which was 
consistent with the functional relatedness of the liver and kid-
ney (28-30). Similarly, the brain- and testis-specific gene do-
mains reflected the developmental interdependence of the 
brain and testis (31). Conversely, the nonsignificant P value for 
Jaccard’s index of the GI tract and testis (2E-2) was consistent 
with their relative lack of functional relatedness.
　After training these sequence characteristics with the McTis 
system, the classification errors for the tested target tissues 
were 7% for the brain, 7% for the GI tract, 13% for the kidney, 
0% for the liver, 13% for the lung, and 6% for the testis. 
Consequently, the average error rate was estimated to be 4.9% 
over the six target tissues. All error rates were estimated with 
OOB data obtained from 500 iterations of random tree 
growing.

Experimental validation 
Because the newly developed indices were generated by a da-
taset that was subsequently tested using the indices, we next 
sought to validate our method using an independent set. 
Although relatively few TS gene datasets are available, we re-
garded a set of TS genes previously predicted by TCat as a reli-
able independent set of TS genes (20). An independent set 
consisting of 15 kidney-specific and six liver-specific genes 
was prepared using the TCat voting score. We also used our 
previous TISA study (9) to predict TS genes from the same test 
set and to compare the results obtained from the McTis and 
Audic’s test. However, it must be noted that the independent 
set came from studies using TCat, which infers TS genes using 
microarray analysis, dbEST information, and GO terms and 
TISA, which utilize Audic’s test. We compared our direct ex-
perimental results for the independent set with those obtained 
from TCat, TISA, and McTis, and with direct experimental con-
firmations from RT-PCR.
　Our RT-PCR analyses were consistent with the McTis pre-
dictions for these genes (Fig. 1). In contrast, both genes were 
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Brain GI tract Kidney Liver Lung Testis

Brain 0 (58)* 2E-02 (1)* 3E-02 (3)* 2E-02 (3)* 3E-02 (2)* 5E-04 (11)*
GI tract 0 (115)* 4E-02 (5)* 2E-02 (17)* 8E-03 (8)* 2E-02 (1)*
Kidney 0 (82)* 2E-04 (29)* 2E-02 (2)* 2E-02 (1)*
Liver 0 (254)* 2E-02 (3)* 2E-02 (1)*
Lung 0 (65)* 2E-02 (5)*
Testis 0 (67)*

The values shown in bold indicate significant domain similarities based on the Bonferroni corrected P value (＜8E-03). *Number of common 
domains.

Table 1.  Jaccard’s index P values for domain similarities

Fig. 1. Comparison of RT-PCR, multi-
class classification of tissue-specific 
genes (McTis), tissue-specific alternative
splicing (TISA), and The Catalog of 
Tissue-Specific Regulatory Motifs (TCat) 
predictions. (A, B) The RT-PCR results 
for the prediction validations from 
McTis, TISA, and TCat. (C) The loading
control for the RT-PCRs. (D) Overall 
consistency between the RT-PCR results
and predictions from McTis, TISA, and 
TCat.

classified incorrectly by TCat and TISA. In the first step of 
McTis, 11 of 21 genes were classified as HK genes, and seven 
of these predictions were compatible with the RT-PCR results. 
The remaining 10 genes (putative TS genes) were further classi-
fied in the second step. Two of these 10 genes were classified 
correctly according to the RT-PCR results, for a total con-
sistency rate of 42% (9 of 21). TCat and TISA correctly identi-
fied only one and four of the 21 genes, respectively, producing 
consistency rates of 9% and 19%, respectively, indicating that 
McTis was approximately 33% and 23% more accurate than 
TCat and TISA, respectively (Fig. 1D). Overall, our experimen-
tal results indicate that the RF training of sequence features 
(gene length and CpG pattern) and our new sequence features 
(the TFBS and domain indices) distinguish HK genes and clas-
sify TS genes into multiple classes with greater precision than 
previous methods.

DISCUSSION

We established a prediction scheme to multiclassify TS ex-
pressions via developed scoring functions derived from se-
quence features (the TFBS and domain indices). The classi-
fication process, McTis, was configured with a stochastic anal-
ysis of sequence features and indexing approaches and con-

sisted of two steps: 1) distinguishing HK genes and 2) the mul-
ticlass classification of TS genes. The error rates for McTis 
were estimated to be 29% and 4.9% for the first and second 
steps, respectively. The RT-PCR results showed that the McTis 
predictions were more accurate than other methods (33% and 
19% improvement comparing the TCat and TISA results).
　Although identifying overrepresented TFBSs is still a chal-
lenging problem (32), successful prediction (a 4.9% error rate) 
was achieved using the indexing McTis method. Future studies 
should assess TS expression and develop a more advanced al-
gorithm to identify TFBSs to refine our indexing approach con-
sidering overfitting issues from sample observations. McTis in-
dexing approaches classify TS genes based on an unbiased 
characterization of domains/TFBSs in a non-parametric manner 
and the trained target expressing tissues. Therefore, our con-
cept of patterning and weighting indexing approaches suggests 
hopeful results to identify tissue-specific regulatory patterns 
(TFBS), including brain and kidney-specific TFBS (33) as de-
picted Table 2. 
　The indices identified by McTis were created from observed 
(not predicted) TS genes. Therefore, McTis is not limited by the 
Audic’s test drawback, which is a potential discrepancy be-
tween statistical assumptions and observed data. Moreover the 
features are sequence derived, so McTis does not suffer from 
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Expressed tissue Pattern*
TRANSFAC

Description† Score‡

Liver · HNF-1 (M01011)
· TCat presented liver- specific TFBS 2.2

Kidney
· Zic3 · M00450
· GL1 protein related
· Related to renal morphogenesis (33)

1.5

Brain · M00138 
· Brain octamer-protein related TFBS 2.3

Brain · Olf-1 · M00261
· DNA binding site for direct neuronal express 2.2

Lung · STAT ( M00224)
· Unknown lung-specific TFBS 2.1

GI tract · Muscle initiator ( M00321)
· Unknown GI tract- specific TFBS 1.8

Testis · Spz1 ( M00446)
· Novel bHLH-Zip protein, testis-specific expressions 1.5

*Presented by WebLogo (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu) with the out file of AlignACE, †Annotation of TRANSFAC; Official symbol of TFBS, ID of 
TRANSFAC, ‡MatCompare scoring results.

Table 2.  Tissue-specific transcriptional factor binding sites

experimental limitations. In conclusion, we have reported a 
framework for the multiclass classification of TS expression se-
quence characteristic indices. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first study to attempt such a multiclass classification 
of TS expressions using sequence characteristics. This techni-
que may prove useful for the high-throughput classification of 
TS genes and to uncover the contribution of regulatory ele-
ments and functional domains.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset preparation
The HK and TS gene datasets were prepared using six previous 
studies (16, 21-25). The tissue specificities of the TS genes in 
the dataset were confirmed by RT-PCR to minimize errors in 
the training data. Details of the RT-PCR validation and criteria 
for selecting HK and TS genes are presented in Supplemental 
Data (Supplemental Fig. 2 and Supplemental Tables 3, 4 and 
5). 

Exploring the sequence features for McTis training 
In the first step of McTis, putative HK and TS genes were dis-
tinguished based on gene length and the number of CpG is-
lands in the upstream region (−5,000 bp). CpGproD (34) was 
used to predict the CpG islands. In the second step of McTis, 
the TS genes were further classified based on their domain and 
TFBS indices. InterProScan (35) and AlignACE (36) were used 
to analyze the domains and TFBSs, respectively, and the re-
sults were transformed into domain and TFBS indices.

Random forest (RF)
McTis was implemented using the RF algorithm. Briefly, the 
RF algorithm (19) produces many classification trees from ran-
domly selected datasets and populates the resulting forest with 
these trees. Because the test set error is estimated internally 
with Out-Of-Bag (OOB) data during tree drawing, we consid-
ered that the OOB error rates represented the accuracy of the 
classifier without cross-validation. 
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Indexing feature generation
In the second step of McTis, we trained the input vector of the 
ith gene, gi. We assumed that the jth tissue-specific domains 
and TFBSs have distinct characteristics for regulating tis-
sue-specific expression and functional protein roles. Let Cj rep-
resent the jth expressing tissue, and let gi denote one of the tar-
get tissues among Cj. Let the following hold:

gi ← (Xi)
where Xi is the input vector of gi;

for Cj, 1 ≤ j ≤ total number of target tissues; and
for gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ total number of genes.

　To generate the jth tissue-specific domains and TFBSs, we 
analyzed the jth tissue-specific domains and TFBSs from our da-
taset using InterproScan and AlignACE, as described above. If 
we let Dj and Tj represent the jth tissue-specific domains and 
TFBSs, respectively, then:

Dj = {dj1, dj2…djp}, for j where 1 ≤ p ≤ total number of jth 
tissue-specific domains; and

Tj = {tj1, tj2…tjq}, for j where 1 ≤ q ≤ total number of jth 
tissue-specific TFBSs.

　We used the MAP score obtained from the AlignACE analy-
sis to identify tjq. The higher MAP score of AlignACE presents 
significance of predicted motif. In this study, tjq yielded MAP 
scores larger than the average MAP score for the jth tissue-spe-
cific TFBSs. However, djp showed a heterogeneous distribution 
throughout the jth tissue-specific genes. Therefore, we weight-
ed djp with its frequency of observation. If we let kjp be the 
number of djp genes observed among the jth tissue-specific 
genes and ijp be the copy number of djp within gi, then the do-
main index of jth tissue specificity can be expressed as:

Dij =  ∑ ijpㆍkjpㆍd'jp  [1]

d'jp = { 1, if djp is assigned to gi

0, otherwise

　Similarly, the TFBS index was configured with weighting 
factors according to the following equation:

Tij =  ∑ ijqㆍkjqㆍt'jp  [2]

t'jp = { 1, if tjp is assigned to gi

0, otherwise

    When the total number of target tissues is j, Xi consists of 
the j-dimensional vector of the domain (Dij) and TFBS (Tij) in-
dices, respectively; that is,

xi = ((Di1, Di2….Dij), (Ti1, Ti2…Tij)).

Analysis of generated sequence indices
A position frequency matrix Tj was generated using the 
AlignACE output to analyze the jth tissue-specific TFBS. The tis-
sue-specific motifs in the upstream regions were compared 
with known TFBSs from TRANSFAC using MatCompare (17, 
37) and were represented using WebLogo (http://weblogo.ber-
keley.edu). The functional similarity between the target tissues 
was analyzed by domain comparisons. Jaccard’s index is a sta-

tistic used to compare the similarities of sample sets (27). We 
defined the sample sets as the domains of the target tissue-spe-
cific genes. If we let Jab be Jaccard’s index for expressing tis-
sues a and b, then:

Jab = 
Nab [4]

Na + Nb − Nab

    where Na and Nb represent the number of distinct domains 
of tissues a and b, respectively, and Nab denotes the number of 
domains commonly assigned to both tissues. In this case, the 
value of Jaccard’s index increases as the domain similarity be-
tween the TS gene sets increases. A background model was 
constructed with random permutations of the NCBI RefSeq da-
tabase of human proteins to evaluate Jaccard’s index statis-
tically.
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